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About This Game

Celia's Quest

This is a story of a beginning. This is a story of a girl's journey to save her friend, prove herself, and maybe kick some bandit
butt while doing so. This is the story of the birth of a heroine the world has never seen before. This is the story of Celia's first

quest.

Not long after Celia leaves her home to go on an adventure (and maybe, just maybe, to avoid getting married to Ced the creep)
she finds herself in the village of Villageville, where she meets another runaway. Just as they are deciding to go search for

adventure together, a group of remarkably rude bandits show up and kidnap Celia's new friend! Now it's up to Celia to save her
friend, prove herself to the villagers in Villageville, and beat up all kinds of strange creatures living in the Valley.

Brawl, bomb and magic your way through hordes of enemies ranging from the almost-peaceful Angry Shrooms to the
devastating Dragon Dragon! Meet new friends and companions like Guy the almighty fairy, an old man that's absolutely not

a retired hero, pirates, bandits and an immortal mouth in a jar! Beat up monsters until they cry and turn those tears into
potions! The possibilities aren't exactly endless, but there's a lot of them! Go forth, and above all else, please enjoy Celia's

Quest!

Features

Freely allocate attributes and skills through different mentors spread throughout the Valley.
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No grinding for levels! Power up through exploration and defeating special enemies, no need for experience or levelups!

More than 80 skills and upgrades to choose from, spread over 6 skill types. Mix and match to find your own way to
defeat your enemies.

10 dungeons, countless secrets and puzzles, hidden world bosses all in a huge world to explore and enjoy.

New Game Plus lets you carry over most skills and achievements, letting you fight even tougher foes, some with a dark
secret past!

Multiple endings depending on secrets found and friendship bonds created, changing the outcome of the game.

A unique take on the classic JRPG battle style. Let Celia unleash a barrage of attacks, and adapt on the fly!

15+ hours of gameplay per playthrough, with multiple possible paths and strategies.

Become a mighty Swashbuckler, learn how to use the art of Punching, or imbue machinery with Magic!

The nitty gritty

Celia's Quest is a JRPG made in RPGMaker VX Ace with heavy emphasis on exploration and puzzle solving rather than
grinding and leveling up. Forgoing classic level-up systems, Celia's Quest delivers player progression through Powerups spread
throughout the world. This way the player is rewarded for exploring and solving puzzles rather than being patient. Celia's Quest
focuses on enjoyment rather than an epic storyline or super dramatic monologues, and shies away from anything close to mature

or grimdark. It is, simply put, a fairy tale. This fairy tale has many humorous moments and though it gets serious at times it's
more of a comedy than a drama. Characters are over the top, enemies are silly and the world kind of makes sense... sometimes.
Did you know dungeon waters are deeper than regular water? Did you also know that this is why dungeon water chooses to only

reflect more profound things, such as stars?
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Title: Celia's Quest
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Duckvalley Productions
Publisher:
Duckvalley Productions
Release Date: 24 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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i played one game of this died 3 times did not know what was going on i even thought this was a zombie game it could had made
this a lot better who know might not had been too far into the game to injoy it but rn not worth it. This is a very fun game. For
me it's a bit tough, I get delt some real bad hands.. I completed this game in one night and caught a huge case of the feels. I got it
for free and I still think it's bad.. I cannot give this game a good review because it is so buggy under windows 10 that I can't even
get halfway through before encountering game breaking bugs, mostly with the HO scenes.

It seems that the hidden object scenes are very picky about the exact spot that you touch one object on another for things that
have to be combined. If you dont hit that spot (even though it looks like your mouse was right on the object) the object that you
were using sometimes gets removed from the scene without the action being completed. At this point the game is hosed - totally
broken. You cannot complete the HO scene and get the item needed for the rest of the game.

There are a myriad of other issues too, like inventory items being added twice, the screen going black, not being given the item
when the HO scene closed, etc etc. Most of these would resolve by leaving the game and coming back in.

Finally I encountered a game breaking bug in a normal scene that appears to be repeatable, so I give up. This game isn't
playable.

If they fix it so that it works, I'll try it again and revise my review. This has got to be the buggiest game I have ever played on
Steam.. To be fair I only played this game for 40 minutes, but since those 40 minutes were spent falling through the world twice
in two different spots, getting stuck on never-ending loading screens twice, and having to quit out of the game three times to
restart, I don't really want to play any more.
Especially since all the gameplay I did get a chance to see was floaty controls and stilted dialogue.. 18 Floors promised, only 2
available. They ran out of funds or ran off with the money but there was running going on. By the way it's buggy on Windows
Mixed Reality devices and besides visual artifacts you can't properly rotate notes, which is something you'll want to do a lot.
Avoid.. Shatter is like the classic Brick break game but with a twist. You get to not only get your usual power ups and control
when you want to have multiple balls out at at time by gambling with your extra lives but you also have a nifty space vacuum for
pushing or pulling things towards you and manipulating the balls trajectory. as you smashing the objects you get energy too
unless a shard storm which is like a machine gun you bust out to get rid of stubborn objects you just can't seem to hit or that
boss that's really annoying you. There is a story mode, endless mode, co-op modes and of course a boss rush and time attack
mode available as you play the game.

All in all I highly recommend Shatter the game is a bit older but with it's arcade feel it feels ageless to be honest.
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A very good game !. Seems to be a scam game, I really, really regret buying. bought this game for my little sister it it wont allow
her to pass the story section so she can play the game i am so disappointed. 10 hours of gameplay for another guilt trip that the
Holocaust was bad. Dont waste your time with this.

The soundtrack is good and the gameplay is alright but this is just an overdone trope.. Great little sci fi first person shooter with
randomly generated levels and monster encounters. Imagine a rogue like dungeon crawler with an Aliens type atmosphere and
escalating gun combat. It's early, but what's there is already very addictive and playable.

Some parts need a little more work though: the experience system only has one level and doesn't do much except unlock new
guns. And some rooms have a lower floor that don't go anywhere, but are good for stringing out the murder-bots.

No jump scares, thankfully. Just don't expect a Jane Austen novel - being pincered by two enemy parties is seriously intense.

I like the default pistol. It's accurate and meaty to shoot. It's almost too good and I don't feel the urge to upgrade.

This is an almost unknown diamond in the rough and, given the lack of longevity in most V.R. games, is well worth the
download.

Also, the music makes me feel like I'm at Deacon Frost's vampire rave!. Really enjoyed Rise to Ruins until the implementation
of trash, which broke the game due to the immense increase in micromanagement that hasn\u2019t been addressed properly.
Now you cannot harvest a section of wood, food or even rocks without microing the EXACT amount you need to build a new
structure since the new INSANE rate of decay ensures that even ROCKS disintegrate into \u201crocky trash\u201d in a day or
two. WTF is \u201crocky trash\u201d anyway!?!

I do see the sense in having raw food decay in a day or two, but rocks and wood? Even the increased deterioration of food leaves
an abundance of microing which this once great game does NOT need. It\u2019s adding nothing to the overall playability of
Rise to Ruins, and is adding plain frustration and unnecessary microing.

Please rework trash, or remove it, or preferably make it optional. You have golems, undead and ghosts. Why trash? Just
doesn\u2019t make any sense.. Tidalis combines the best of match-three and falling block puzzle games. It can be fast and
frantic or simple and relaxing, depending on which options you select and combine from the dozens and dozens of different
gameplay modes. The singleplayer story is also ridiculously long.
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